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Doug Luffborough has an amazing life story! Born the oldest of four to a
single parent, he overcame fatherlessness, gang involvement, and
homelessness. He was the first person in his family to graduate from college.
Currently, Doug is attending the University of San Diego for his
Ph.D. in Educational Leadership.
With over 20 years of experience, he is a seasoned speaker and trainer
who has turned the hearts of thousands across the nation. From a former
President of the United States to a teenage runaway, Doug’s messages
bring hope and inspiration to all.

Keynote Presentations

* Homeless to Harvard
* The P.O.W.E.R. of Leadership
* The P.A.S.S.I.O.N. of Leadership
* Fatherhood is Forever:
Fathering a Fatherless Generation
* The Me I See…Is the Me I Will Be –
Maximizing Your Self Worth

Half or Full Day Trainings
* Leadership Styles

* Cultural Diversity & Race
* Communication and Conflict Resolution
* Team Building Exercises
* Anger Management and Confident Living
* Goal-Setting and Breaking through Barriers

Testimonials

"I have such fond memories of our meeting in the White House
and, of course, [Doug’s] terrific speech at Northeastern
University’s commencement."
~ Bill Clinton, Former President of the United States

"Douglas compares most favorably to the brightest students I have
taught in the Masters program at Harvard. I have no doubt that he
will be an asset to your program and to the field [of education]."
~Janine Bempechat, Ed.D, Assistant Professor,
Harvard University Graduate School of Education

"I always love hearing about real "Possibility Thinkers," and [Doug]
fits that description perfectly! I applaud [his] determination and
perseverance! [Doug is] setting new standards for excellence and
[he is] an inspiration to all of us!"
~ Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Senior Pastor,
The Crystal Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA

“It has been wonderful working with Doug! He has the charisma and
energy to work with any group. His enthusiasm and genuine positive
attitude are evident in everything he does. He is sincere, versatile
and works well beyond what is expected.”
~ Nellie Dougherty, Outreach Coordinator/EOPS Counselor,
San Diego Mesa College
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